The Film Facilitation Office (FFO) invites film producers and production companies from across the world to shoot their Feature Films, TV/Web shows & series and Reality TV/Web shows and series in India - a country with locations of untold beauty.

The FFO has set up its web portal www.ffo.gov.in as a single window clearance and facilitation mechanism to enable online submission of applications from both international and domestic filmmakers.

The portal eases the process of filming in India and promotes the country as a film friendly destination.
**STEP-BY-STEP GUIDE TO ONLINE APPLICATION**

**FOR INTERNATIONAL & DOMESTIC FILMMAKERS**

---

**International Filmmakers seeking a National Permit to film in India**

1. Register on the FFO web portal as an International Production

2. Fill up National Permission form

3. Upload synopsis & script, details of shooting locations in India, period of shooting, cast/crew details with passport, list of equipment to be temporarily imported for filming, agreement between Indian and foreign party in case of a co-production, NOC in case of portrayal of a living personality in the film

4. Pay fees of INR equivalent to USD 225

5. Application received by FFO and script sent for evaluation

6. Post the script evaluator’s clearance of the script, application processed for permission

7. Once approved, permission can be downloaded from the portal

8. Producer may apply for Film (F) Visa with Indian Missions/posts abroad

---

**Domestic and International Filmmakers seeking State level and local permissions**

1. Domestic filmmakers to register on the FFO web portal as an Indian Production (International may not register again)

2. Fill up State Permission form

3. Upload Synopsis, details of shooting locations, period of shooting, location wise cast/crew details and equipment list, use of animals, arms & ammunition, crowd, set structure, unit vehicles, SFX etc. International productions also need to upload National Permit issued by the FFO, Ministry of I&B

4. No application fee. For location specific fee, State Nodal officer gets in touch with the applicant directly.

5. Application thereafter sent to the respective State Nodal officer/s, whose details are also shared with the applicant.

6. Once the permission has been granted, the State Nodal Officer uploads the Permission letter on the FFO web portal, which can be accessed by the applicant

7. State Nodal officer receives the application and processes it

8. FFO facilitates the accordance of permission
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Co-production agreements between India & other countries
India has co-production treaties with Bangladesh, Bratistone, Cuba, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, Korea, New Zealand, Ireland, Spain and UK & Northern Ireland to make co-productions of interest and collaboration.

India – A film lover’s paradise

After every take (when the director called ‘cut’, there was loud clapping. We felt like cool kids in a stadium. But the warmth and support we got while shooting there – no matter how deceptive we were to their daily lives – it was so good. People were so positive, I have huge appreciation for that.

— Vansh Baviskar - Bollywood actor
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